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          Product: PDFNET-node

Product Version: 9.1.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Need to convert PDFDoc to buffer without saving to memory. How can we achieve that?

Tried to use PDFDoc class function saveViewerOptimizedBuffer, but get “is not a function” error.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

let finalDoc = await PDFNet.PDFDoc.create();
......
const buffer = await finalDoc.saveViewerOptimizedBuffer();


Error : Error at watermark stage TypeError: finalDoc.saveViewerOptimizedBuffer is not a function
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	'Optimizing PDF files on Cross-Platform (Core) for fast viewing ’ - Create a viewer optimized PDF
	Open a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core) - About opening a document
	Verify a signature on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Advanced PDF page manipulation on Cross-Platform (Core) - About advanced page manipulation

APIs:	Optimizer - public static void optimize (PDFDoc doc, Optimizer.OptimizerSettings optimizer_settings)
	Class PDFDCEX
	TextSearch - public boolean begin (PDFDoc doc, String pattern, int mode, int start_page, int end_page)

Forums:	ViewStub.inflate on a null object reference: when i use PdfViewCtrlTabFragment2 to show PDF doc
	How to open Non-PDF document without converting to PDF in iOS?
	Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
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          Hello,

The saveViewerOptimizedBuffer method requires a  ViewerOptimizedOptions object to be passed in to the method. Please let me know if this works for you.
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          Hello,

Sorry I was trying to follow the documentation but I am struggling a bit here.

Here’s the code I tried, and result in ops.setMinimumInitialThumbnails is not a function error

      const ops = new PDFNet.PDFDoc.ViewerOptimizedOptions()
      console.log("ops??", ops)
      ops.setMinimumInitialThumbnails(1)
      console.log("ops??", ops)
      const buf = await finalDoc.saveViewerOptimizedBuffer(ops)


I think the main question is, is there a way for me to convert a PDFDoc to a buffer, without saving it to the memory? Thank you so much.
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          Thank you for your response. I noticed that you initially stated that you are running 9.1. Please note that this method is only available with the 9.2 release. Please upgrade and try running the code again.


I think the main question is, is there a way for me to convert a PDFDoc to a buffer, without saving it to the memory?



If you are looking to save the document to a buffer, you can either use the saveViewerOptimizedBuffer method, or PDFDoc to a buffer, or you can use the saveMemoryBuffer().
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